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A new and improved full-color edition of every stonerâ€™s favorite cookbook!Cannabis cuisine

doesnâ€™t have to be difficult, and the Marijuana Chef Cookbook has been proving that to its

dedicated fans for over a decade now. Easy-to-follow instructions and delicious recipes make this

cookbook an essential read for stoners who like their meals medicated, their drug tests passed and

their evenings spent higher than a kite with cut strings.Veteran pot writer S.T.Oner has improved

once again upon his best-selling cookbook: bolstered by sales of his recent hit series, Cannabis

Indica / Sativa: The Essential Guide to the Worldâ€™s Finest Marijuana Strains, heâ€™s taken his

collection of cannabis recipes to the next level, with the addition of full-color illustrative photos for

every recipe.With 55 recipes, including 15 new dishes, and 4 different methods for cannabis

extraction using butters, oils and alcohol, this expanded volume is provides an imminently do-able

feast of simple but effective medicated meals that taste absolutely delicious. And unlike with some

other cookbooks, you donâ€™t need to be a trained chef to get from pot to placemat; each recipe is

explained in simple terms and without foodie jargon.Containing sections on how to pass drug tests

using only natural methods, vegan and vegetarian recipe options and the safest ways to dose, this

new edition responds to what readers really want to know.With starters, mains, desserts and treats

as well as drinks and a slamminâ€™ section on beverages that will get you a buzz on from more

than the weed, youâ€™ll have your meds and eat â€™em too. This cookbook takes you well beyond

bagweed brownies and shows you how to make gourmet-style simple meals without even breaking

a sweat.An indispensible new edition of this best seller, the Marijuana Chef Cookbook 3rd edition

brings a whole new level of quality to the cannabis cookbook market.
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Okay so if you don't know much about cooking with marijuana this is a great book to learn from. But

i definitely have a some serious issues with this book, for one almost all of the drink recipes tell you

to just put raw weed in them. DON'T do this it will be a huge waste marijuana, weed needs to be

heated for it to activate the thc so those drinks won't get you high at all. Second some of the recipes

call for huge amounts of weed like a 1/2 ounce of weed for 4 people this would be a huge waste. If

your butters made right you should only need 3 milliliters of canabutter not a half oz. Over all a cool

book, more of a generic cookbook though.

Great recipes and pictures! i like to have a picture reference personally. There are some really

awesome cocktail recipes!I got for my friend and he absolutley LOVES it!

Awesome buy. I kind of just bought it as a cool novelty item at first, but all of the recipes and

information are great! Highly suggest.

So this holiday season, I was really racking my head over what to buy for the parent who has

everything. I was also worried about how my mom would keep herself busy after she retires next

month. Thank you, S.T. Oner for helping me out with a perfect solution for both quandaries.

Found some recipes that I didn't know existed.

The Marijuana Chef Cookbook was more than I expected. My husband has extensive body pain.

The recipes and helpful suggestions will help him for quite some time in the future.

Decent enough book to own, actually very nice recipes. More for entertainment then actual science.

Bought this as a gift for a friend. She absolutely loves it!
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